The Carolina Panthers take
valuable lessons from last
week’s Chicago loss into a
key stretch of games, starting
at New Orleans
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Economy is top
priority to 9 in 10
By Stacy M. Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
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DonnaMarie Woodson of Charlotte, a survivor of colon and breast cancer, credits health care insurance she bought through the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act with saving her life. “I
would not be speaking with you today because I wouldn’t have gone in time,” she says.

Barriers to care are
many and persistent
Insurance gulf widens as virus-driven recession deepens
By Herbert L. White
herb.l.white@thecharlottepost.com

This article was produced as a project for
the Dennis A. Hunt Fund for Health Journalism, a program of the USC Annenberg Center
for Health Journalism’s 2020 National Fellowship.
DonnaMarie Woodson owes her life to the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
When her husband Kevan was laid off in
2008 from his corporate management job in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, they moved to Charlotte without health insurance at the height
of the Great Recession. When ACA became
law in 2010, they bought a federally subsidized policy and five years later, its coverage
paid for detection and treatment of DonnaMarie’s colon and breast cancer.
Without it, the prognosis would’ve been
dire.
“Literally, it saved my life because immediately I was able to sign up,” Woodson said. “I
was at stage three colon cancer and [stage]
four it has gone into your system and much
harder to treat and your chances go way

down at that point. So, it literally saved my
life because if I would have waited, I would
not be speaking with you today because I
wouldn't have gone in time.”
Health insurance is far from universal,
especially for the poor. In North Carolina,
more than 1 in 10 residents lack health insurance. In 2018, 10.7% of residents – more than
1 million people – were uncovered, which
was unchanged from the previous year, according to Census data.
North Carolina, one of 12 states that hasn’t
expanded Medicare access to the poor under
ACA, is ninth in the nation in terms of uninsured. Blacks, who make up 22% of the state’s
population, account for 11% of uninsured,
outpacing whites, who are 70% of all residents but 9.6% of uninsured. Hispanics, who
can be of any race, are 9.4% of residents but
30.3% of uninsured.
Those disparities are reflected in poor
health outcomes, especially during the coronavirus pandemic where low-income people
are more likely to be exposed to infection as
front-line workers or live in communal conPlease see BARRIERS | 2A

As President Donald
Trump
flip-flops
on
whether he would back a
new stimulus proposal to
help stabilize America’s increasingly fragile financial,
consumer and business
markets — and provide a
lifeline to struggling Americans — the latest Gallup
poll reveals that the economy remains a major concern among voters ahead
of the Nov. 3 election.
Nine in 10 respondents
identified the economy as
extremely or very important to their vote
The poll, released on October 5, listed national security and terrorism as the
next biggest concern (83%),
followed by education
(82%), healthcare (80%),
crime (79%), the COVID-19
response (77%), and race
relations (76%).
Gallup has surveyed
Americans’ “most important concerns” since 1939.
The
survey
became
monthly in 2001.
“It is not surprising that
voters overall rate the
economy as the most important issue impacting
their vote for president this
year given the fragile state
of the U.S. economy and
their tendency historically
to prioritize it and other issues such as national security and education,” Gallup
pollsters observed.
In a June 4 Gallup survey,
19% of Americans named
race relations as the nation’s top problem in the
aftermath of the police killing of George Floyd in MinPlease see POCKETBOOK | 2A

CMPD initiative
aims to reduce,
resolve conflicts
through registry
By Herbert L. White
herb.l.white@thecharlottepost.com

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police has a new tool to deescalate interactions between law enforcement and
civilians.
The department announced the launch of Safe
Outcomes, a voluntary registry for vulnerable populations, such as people with physical
or mental limitations or disabilities like
Alzheimer’s, autism, blindness and
deafness. Details – which are kept confidential – such as address, contact information, a physical description and
diagnosis or disability, are entered into
a dispatch system. Special considerations including the method of comJennings
munication, commonly worn clothing
or times and suggestions on how to approach an individual and vehicle information can also be added.
“This program helps the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Police Department obtain critical information prior
to an emergency that assists in our response to calls
for service involving individuals who may have
health concerns,” CMPD Chief Johnny Jennings said
in a statement. “Preparing officers with the caller’s

Please see CMPD | 2A
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ATRIUM HEALTH

Atrium Health struck an agreement to affiliate with Wake Forest Baptist and its medical school,
which gives the Charlotte-based hospital chain access to a medical school. Wake Forest
School of Medicine gains a second location in Charlotte.

Atrium, Wake Forest Baptist
and med school join forces
By Liora Engel-Smith
and Rose Hoban
SPECIAL TO THE POST

On the heels of a flurry of mergers,
acquisitions and shifts in North Carolina’s health care environment in recent months, two large systems have
announced their intent to more
closely affiliate.
The Charlotte-based Atrium Health
has agreed to form a new “enterprise,”
Atrium Health Inc. with the Winston-

Salem based Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center and its medical school.
Atrium gains a foothold in the Winston-Salem market and access to a
medical school, something that Charlotte has lacked to date. The agreement earns Wake Forest School of
Medicine a second medical school location in Charlotte.
Atrium is in an unusual position; it
is a county authority, called the CharPlease see ATRIUM | 2A
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Barriers to care are
many and persistent

Continued from page 1A
founder and co-chair of the Black Maternal Health Caucus. “The Black Maternal
ditions.
“We still see that our African American Health Momnibus is a historic piece of
community is more impacted by this in- legislation that not only fills existing gaps
fection than whites, which is unfor- in maternal healthcare, but also works to
tunately, what we are seeing with COVID,” address pervasive maternal health disMecklenburg County Health Director Gib- parities through solutions that are culbie Harris said. “It is just shining a very turally congruent and proven effective.”
Dr. Jerome Williams, senior vice
bright light on the health issues
president of consumer engagement
that we already know that we have
at Novant Health, contends greater
in our African American compublic awareness of gaps in access
munity. It's just exacerbated things.
and treatment – what he calls social
It's not new.”
determinants of health – is driving
Those disparities are growing
long-needed conversations among
among children, too, especially for
the public, medical professionals
youngsters who previously qualand political leaders.
ified for the Children’s Health In- Harris
“What's different now I believe is
surance Program, who provides
that there's a greater awareness in
low-cost coverage to kids from famthe lay public about these factors
ilies that earn too much money to
that are non-biological and non-gequalify for Medicaid but not afnetic,” he said. “And so, that's what
fluent enough to afford private inwe're really seeing as a community.
surance.
We have to show more empathy,
According to a study by the
because some have privilege, and
Georgetown University Health Polsome do not.”
icy Institute, 5.8% of North Carolina
That also means taking a proacminors – 142,000 – were uninsured Williams
in 2019 compared to 4.7% or 115,000 in tive approach to breaking down long-held
2016, the nation’s sixth-largest increase. beliefs from regarding medicine as reThe gap is particularly acute across the served for paying customers to racial inSouth, where 52.7% of America’s unin- sensitivity in how Black patients are
sured children live despite accounting for treated. Changing perceptions isn’t easy
only 39% of the nation’s kids. The region given historic bias against diverse comtends to lean conservative in politics and munities, especially African Americans,
policy, and lawmakers have mostly resis- but there’s more emphasis on awareness
ted calls to expand coverage via Medicaid. at hospital companies like Novant, which
“We have so many people who are living like Atrium Health, dominate the Charway below poverty level,” Woodson said. lotte market.
“We took a long hard look in the mirror
“You can't say that somebody making
$24,000 with a family of four is not in years ago,” Williams said. “We looked at
poverty. That's just crazy. You can't live our workforce, we looked at the comoff of that. So, you pile all of these things munities that our workforce is coming
on top of each other and throw COVID in from. We looked at the health of our
there. Now you have people who don't workforce and it was an intentional decieven have jobs anymore, who are expect- sion that we have to put together a framework, a vision strategy and tactics to
ing to not have a job.”
North Carolina politicians have long address a number of these issues, so on
sparred over insurance for the poor, with a system level, the systems have to be
little movement toward expansion. Gov. challenged.
“They have to be challenged internally;
Roy Cooper, a Democrat, favors Medicaid
expansion, but leadership in the Repub- they have to be challenged externally,
lican-majority General Assembly has and where the courage comes in is those
failed to do so. Lawmakers have intro- internally in places of influence, we need
duced bills that would make an estimated to leverage that influence and have the
500,000 more North Carolinians eligible courage to bring certain discussions into
for the federal program, for which the na- the room and challenge historical
tional government pays 90% of expenses. norms.”
Because of systemic racial and eco“As a registered nurse, I see the difference that having health coverage makes nomic policies that created a two-tiered
for North Carolinians," said state Rep. health care system, Black Charlotte will
Carla Cunningham, a Charlotte Democrat continue to lag in terms of access and
who sponsored the House bill, “and to treatment, even as pressure mounts to
close the coverage gap for 500,000 North improve outcomes. Mecklenburg County,
for instance, has launched initiatives such
Carolina citizens.”
Republicans are lukewarm at best about as Village HeartBEAT, which works with
Medicaid expansion, which leadership African American churches to encourages
say creates an unnecessary burden for congregations to fight off the effects of
taxpayers. Senate President Pro Tem Phil chronic morbidities like hypertension
Berger told reporters in May the corona- and obesity. County commissioners also
virus pandemic makes the discussion a passed a resolution identifying violence
fiscal non-starter as the state faces a as a public health issue.
“Healthcare is important, and we have
budget shortfall of as much as $4 billion.
“We are seeing multiple states have to to focus on the issue of access, because
cut their Medicaid programs,” he said. the African American community does
“The federal government, through the not have consistent and good access to
various bills that have been passed, has health care on a regular basis,” Harris, the
provided North Carolina with funds to county health director, said. “But I also
make sure anyone who is affected or want to re-emphasize the fact that health
thinks they are affected by COVID-19 can care is a percentage of the impact on
get themselves tested and it doesn’t cost health for all our community. It is not the
biggest percentage. And if we're not adthem anything.”
In Congress, U.S. Rep. Alma Adams, a dressing those social determinants, that
Charlotte Democrat, Rep. Lauren Under- is the harder thing to do because it's a
wood (D-Ill.) and Democratic vice pres- much bigger thing for us to get our arms
idential candidate Sen. Kamala Harris around. It goes back to systemic racism,
(D-Calif.) earlier this year introduced a it goes back to the policies in our syslegislative package that fills maternal tems, and there's lots that we have to
health gaps faced by African American change around that.”
Woodson, who advocates for expanded
mothers, who die during or after childbirth at four times the rate of their white access, said economics shouldn’t determine the level of care.
counterparts.
“Unless we can turn things around poThe bundle of nine bills, called Black
Maternal Health Momnibus, calls for pol- litically and cement healthcare as a right
icy changes like 12-month postpartum in our society, we’re at the whims of local
Medicaid coverage, investments in rural politics not expanding Medicaid,” she
maternal health care, promotion of a di- said. “All of these examples, in my opinverse perinatal workforce and implicit ion, of how there is definitely a bias towards poor people, like it’s our fault
bias training.
“For decades, the U.S. maternal mortal- because we're poor. No, [it can be] cirity and morbidity rates have gotten worse cumstances. Sometimes things don't
for all mothers, but especially for black work out, or I don't make enough
women whose health outcomes are [money]. It’s just very frustrating … to see
further compounded by systemic and how we operate as a society, and it doesstructural racism,” said Adams, co- n't have to be this way.”

Without students, college towns’
economies at the mercy of virus
By Sergio Osnaya-Prieto
MEDIA HUB

CHAPEL HILL — Little victories help Matt Gladdek
get through the day. Take
the afternoon of Oct. 1, for
example.
He stopped at Four
Corners to get lunch and
asked the owners if the
new deck in front of the
restaurant was attracting
customers. As executive
director of Chapel Hill
Downtown Partnership,
he’d overseen the sidewalk
expansion program that let
it happen.
It was, he said, a little victory.
Before lunch, he stopped
at Imbibe, the Cajun
kitchen around the corner
from Four Corners.
He wanted to speak to
Mandey Brown, the owner,
about the new to-go parking spot in front of the
business. As they spoke, a
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couple parked and picked
up its takeout order.
Another little victory.
Before Brown came Paula
Gilland, CEO of Purple
Bowl—known for its acai
bowls and smoothies. And
before
Gilland,
came
another business owner,
preceded by another, and
so on.
For Gladdek, these conversations have defined
the past six months of his
life. These little victories
are the result of constant
planning and strategic
meetings to help businesses stay afloat.
Despite his organization’s efforts, a long list of
downtown Chapel Hill
businesses, once packed
with students and football
fans, have permanently
closed.
“While it’s been hard for
me, I know it’s worse for all
those who have put their
blood, sweat and tears, in

some cases for multiple
generations in their family
businesses, that are doing
everything they can to stay
afloat,” he said.
Chapel Hill is not alone in
this crisis. Businesses in
college towns such as Ann
Arbor, Michigan, Athens,
Georgia, and Bloomington,
Indiana, have all seen large
decreases in revenue as
universities moved online.
Now the town is trying to
look ahead—past the little
victories and toward a
long-term post-pandemic
economic recovery process. However, being built
around a university—UNCChapel Hill, which moved
fully online after COVID-19
cases exploded in student
residence halls and fraternities—complicates
the
town’s plans.
Unlike large cities or
other small towns, college
towns have to strike the
Please see COLLEGE|4A

CMPD initiative aims to
reduce, resolve conflicts
Continued from page 1A

health-related issues in advance of
that interaction will improve our response and make everyone involved
safer.”
When 9-1-1 dispatchers receive a
call for service to an address registered with Safe Outcomes, the responding officer can respond based
on the summary information.
As national attention focuses on
use of force by law enforcement
against unarmed civilians, CMPD officials believe Safe Outcomes will reduce the chances of interactions

spiraling out of control with information that allow officers to safely
de-escalate calls for people with
medical or developmental disabilOn The Net
ities.
https://char“An
officer
lottenc.gov/C
who has this information in ad- MPD/Safety/Pa
vance is better ges/Safe_Outcomes
prepared to respond, get the individual the help he or she requires
and bring that interaction to a peaceful resolution,” Jennings said.

Pocketbook issues most
important to 2020 voters
Continued from page 1A

neapolis.
At just below 20%, Gallop’s June 4 demarcation
of the nation’s pulse on the
state of race and race relations in America reflects
the largest number of
Americans sharing concerns over the racial divide
since the height of the civil
rights struggle in July
1968. The July 1968 survey results were reported
was less than 90 days after
the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. on
April 4 of the same year.
“Everything else being
equal; however, the historical record predicts that
race will eventually fall
back into its latent status,
scoring relatively few mentions as a top-of-mind
issue,” Frank Newport, a
Gallup senior scientist,
wrote.
“This exemplifies the
substantial challenge facing leaders who are seeking significant and lasting
change in the nation’s race
situation. The less top of
mind race is as a major
problem; presumably, the
less likely politicians are
going to feel pressure to
take action.”
A separate poll conducted by the Washington,
D.C.-based financial website, WalletHub, took a
deep dive into which political party is best for the
country.
The poll revealed that
overall the economy had
performed best under a
Democratic
presidency
and Republican Congress.

In the past 70 years, the
real Gross Domestic Product has grown fastest
under Democratic control
of both the executive and
legislative branches of government, at an average of
4.22% per year, and most
slowly under a Democratic
presidency and divided
Congress, at an average of
2.04% per year, the WalletHub survey found.
Despite Trump’s seeming obsession with the
stock market, Wall Street
has performed best under
a Democratic presidency
and Republican Congress.
The S&P 500 produced an
average annual return of
16.22%, and worst under a
Republican presidency and
Democratic Congress, with
an average yearly return of
4.51%.
Further, as stimulus talks
stall and Trump throws
cold water on negotiations,
the annual unemployment
rate change has had the
highest decrease (0.85 percent, on average) under a
Democratic
presidency
and divided Congress.
It had the highest increase (0.26%, on average)
under a Republican presidency and Democratic
Congress.
According to the survey,
the annual poverty rate
change has had the highest
decrease (0.66%, on average) under a Democratic
presidency and Republican
Congress and the highest
increase (0.05%, on average) under a Republican
presidency and Democratic Congress.

The survey also found
that the change in annual
national debt as a percentage of GDP (adjusted for inflation) has had the highest
decrease (0.76%, on average) under a Democratic
presidency and Republican
Congress and the highest
increase (2.82%) under a
Democratic
presidency
and divided Congress.
“I think [Democratic
presidential nominee] Joe
Biden will be better for the
economy for two reasons.
First, he is actually listening to real economists, as
far as policymaking is concerned,” said Shantanu
Bagchi, a WalletHub expert
and associate professor in
the Department of Economics at Towson University in Maryland.
“He understands the key
issues why so many Americans have been cut out
from their fair share of
economic prosperity and
the promise of hard work
as a means to a better life.”
Bagchi continued:
“Second, he is predictable and has a comprehensive vision of how to move
the economy forward for
everyone. Trump, unfortunately, is more concerned with personal
wealth accumulation using
the presidency as a tool. He
lacks a basic understanding of economics, does not
listen to experts, and has
no vision of the economy
apart from how he and
others like him can personally benefit from it.”

Atrium Health, Wake Forest
Baptist med school join forces
Continued from page 1A

lotte Mecklenburg Hospital
Authority, and does business under the name
Atrium. This legal structure brings some benefits
but it has also served, at
times, as a check on
Atrium’s desire to expand.
In the past Atrium has
sought to merge or partner
with other health care systems in the state, but was
foiled, in part, by an existing state statute that limits
the geographic expansion
of a hospital authority to
within a 10-mile boundary
of its home county.
When Atrium saw an opportunity to expand by establishing a foothold in
South Carolina, North Carolina lawmakers amended
state law in 2015 to explicitly allow such an expansion to another state.
Since then, Atrium has
made moves to acquire the
Floyd Health System,
based in Rome, Georgia.
This new move is accomplished by what seems to
be a legal sleight of hand
that creates a new “enterprise” which will be a nonprofit corporation, Atrium
Health Inc. with a board
comprised of people representing both the Charlotte Mecklenburg Hospital
Authority and Wake Forest
Health. Separate boards of
directors
for
CMHA,
WFUBMC and Wake Forest
University will remain in
place.
No legal review anticipated
Executives from both
systems said the agreement, which goes into effect immediately, was
approved by the Federal
Trade Commission earlier

this week. In an email Friday, Atrium has said that
the health system received
“all the required regulatory
approvals.”\
In recent years, there’s
been increasing scholarship on how health system
consolidations
affect
prices for consumers. Research has shown that
mergers have pushed up
costs for procedures and
hospital stays, especially
when they take place in the
same market.
“There’s empirical evidence that suggests that
once mergers take place,
quality does not improve
at all,” said Barak Richman,
a Duke Law professor
who’s an expert in health
care policy and antitrust
law. “There’s lots and lots
of evidence that prices do
go up.”
The FTC reviews large
health care transactions
that could result in regional monopolies. Richman surmised that since
Atrium and Wake Forest
Baptist function in different markets, the agency
was less inclined to push
back.
“FTC approval does not
mean it’s a good thing, it
just means the FTC is busy
and thinks that, you know,
its priorities are elsewhere,” Richman argued.
“The fact that this required
FTC approval means that
there’s some real financial
consequences to this and
that really is the story that
belongs in the headlines.”
The federal agency can,
but isn’t required to, coordinate
investigations
with states’ attorneys general. Representatives from
N.C. Attorney General Josh

Stein’s office referred
questions on the consolidation of Atrium and Wake
Forest to the FTC and the
federal agency declined to
comment Friday on the
grounds that the FTC comments only if the vetting
process yields complaints.
Combined,
the
two
health systems have “direct and indirect economic
and employment impact
from the combined enterprise [exceeding] $32 billion,” according to the
press release.
Atrium Health finished
2019 with $6.5 billion in
revenue and an operating
margin of 5.6 percent.
Wake Forest Baptist finished its 2019-20 fiscal
year at the end of June with
$3.6 billion in revenue and
an operating margin of
1.5%.
Together, the two systems have 42 hospitals,
more than 1,500 clinics
and over 70,000 employees across the Carolinas
and Georgia. In North Carolina, that territory will
now include two major
population centers: Charlotte and Winston-Salem.
Richman, who has studied hospital mergers for
several decades, was sanguine about what the deal
would do for patients.
“It’s very, very hard to integrate delivery systems in
a way that’s beneficial. It’s
hard to achieve any kind of
promised
efficiencies,
there’s always a good game
that’s described about how
something
transformational will happen,” he
said. “On the operational
level, it’s very, very hard to
change how separate hospitals operate.”
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Downtown Chapel Hill has been hit hard by business closings.

College towns hit hard
by pandemic economy
Continued from page 2A

balance between maintaining strong
ties to their universities while developing a local economy that won’t collapse if the universities shut down
due to COVID-19.
Chapel Hill Mayor Pam Hemminger
knows how fragile this balance can be
— and how hard it is to achieve.
“I’ve had several discussions with
other mayors talking about the same
thing, that it’s the downtown at the intersection of the college and the businesses … talking about the effects
when (the university) is your major
employer downtown,” she said. “It’s
just devastating right now.”
Hemminger’s long-term strategy to
recover from the pandemic is the
same one she’s followed to boost the
town’s economy since she came into
office five years ago: focus on building commercial space and a strong
private business scene — not one dependent on public institutions.
She said the town’s four top employers are UNC, UNC Hospitals, the
public school system and local government.
“That’s not healthy for any community; you need to have other businesses, other large employers,” she
said.
The strategy requires getting out of
what Gladdek called a “nine-month
economy and make sure we’re in a 12month economy.”
Dwight Bassett, economic development officer in Chapel Hill, said
business growth has been the town’s
focus for the past 13 years.
“If you grow up in Chapel Hill, and
you have a child that graduates from
the university, there’s a limited opportunity for them to even think
about staying in Chapel Hill, because
there aren’t tremendous job opportunities,” he said. “And our goal is to
change that.”
Hemminger said the town is work-

ing on the construction of a new parking deck downtown and an office
building which will bring up to 800
jobs to the area.
She said the town has also developed a series of incentive packages to
attract businesses such as Wegmans,
a supermarket chain, and Well, a
health technology start-up.
As for the college town businesses
that have remained open during the
pandemic, Gladdek said their strategy
has been to establish deep ties with
the local community — not just students.
Boone, nestled in the mountains of
western North Carolina, is home to
Appalachian State University. Much
like Chapel Hill, its top employers are
the university, a regional medical
center and its public school system.
However, town manager John Ward
said the town’s economy has remained stable throughout the pandemic.
“I’ve got reduced capacity in our
dining establishments, but I don’t
have closed businesses due to COVID19,” Ward said.
ASU is still offering in-person
classes. The university had 101 active
cases of COVID-19 among students as
of Oct. 12, and one student has died
of complications from COVID-19, university officials said in a press release.
But Ward said that even if the university shut down, Boone’s economy
wouldn’t collapse. For the upcoming
months, he said, tourists will play an
important role in keeping the economy afloat.
“One of the things that we’re seeing
is that our outdoor recreation providers, whether that be rafting, mountain biking, canoeing, or hiking, are
actually helping buffer some of our
other tourism numbers, like people
coming up for festivals and major
events,” he said.
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Bill Cosby has served two years of a minimum three-year sentence after conviction on sexual assault.

Pa. Supreme Court sets
date to hear Cosby appeal
By Stacy M. Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Pennsylvania’s highest
court announced it would
hear oral arguments in the
criminal appeal by Bill
Cosby on December 1.
The hearing will occur
through virtual video conferencing, and the public
can view the proceedings
live on YouTube, court officials said.
Cosby, 82, has spent the
past two years in a prison
outside of Philadelphia
after a jury convicted him
in 2018 of three aggravated indecent assault
counts.
Once revered as “America’s Dad,” Cosby was accused of plying his love
interest, Andrea Constand,
with one and a half Benadryl tablets and then digitally penetrating her at his
home in Elkins Park, Pennsylvania.
Testimony and a controversial civil deposition, a
document that the high
court cited in granted the
appeal, revealed a monthslong love affair between
Cosby and Constand.

The two regularly traded
gifts and often participated
in petting and touching
and shared intimate conversation, including Constand seeking Cosby’s
opinion on her physical appearance.
Despite kissing and other
sexually-suggestive play,
both Cosby and Constand
denied they ever had intercourse.
“I was OK with that,”
Cosby has stated, noting
that he never sought intercourse with Constand.
He has maintained his innocence, and, in his only
jailhouse interview, Cosby
told the Black Press that he
would never plead guilty to
false charges.
“I was there,” Cosby demanded in the November
2019 interview. “I don’t
care what group of people
come along and talk about
this when they weren’t
there. They don’t know.”
On the night of the fateful encounter in which
Cosby was convicted, Constand claimed she was anxious and concerned about
her future and wanted to
talk to the comedian.
At trial, prosecutors

claimed there was no sexual
relationship,
that
Cosby acted as a mentor to
Constand.
She said she sought his
advice because she was
contemplating leaving her
job at Temple University
and moving back to Canada.
Once inside the home
that Cosby shares with his
wife of more than 55 years,
Constand paced the floors
and exhibited much anxiety, Cosby noted.
In an attempt to settle
her down, Cosby offered
her Benadryl.
“These are your friends,
put them down” he explained
to
Constand.
“These are what I take
when I need to relax.”
He retrieved two tablets,
one of which he’d broken
in half, and gave Constand
one and a half pills. After
taking the medications,
Constand said she drank a
glass of wine, and she and
her host sat on a couch.
That’s where the stories
began to differ.
Constand said she either
passed out and became
paralyzed.
Please see COSBY|6A
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Secure your savings.

Lock in your rate today.
CDs are a great way to save for your
long-term goals. Our ﬁnancial experts are
ready to help you open a CD today. Whether
it’s in a branch or online, we’re here for you.
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In this Sept. 3 file photo, workers prepare absentee ballots for mailing at the Wake County
Board of Elections in Raleigh. North Carolina issued new guidance on Oct. 19 to allow
counties to deal with more than 10,000 absentee ballots with various deficiencies that have
been in limbo due to court battles over the witness requirement for voting by mail.

NC resumes processing
deficient absentee ballots
By Jonathan Drew
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

North Carolina issued
new guidance Monday for
counties to proceed with
dealing with more than
10,000 deficient absentee
ballots, which have been in
limbo because of ongoing
court battles over a witness
requirement for voting by
mail.
The State Board of Elections issued a directive telling
counties
to
immediately resume notifying voters whose ballots
arrive with a range of deficiencies on how to fix the
problem or start the process over. The memo tells
counties that voters who
mail in ballots without a
witness signature must fill
out a new ballot and have
it witnessed again. But the
state board said counties
can allow voters to fix
more minor problems such
as a missing witness address by returning a signed
affidavit.
County boards should
immediately begin contacting voters whose ballots
were set aside due to pending court battles and enter
information about the ballots into a state database,

according to an email sent
Monday by the board’s
general counsel, Katelyn
Love.
The state board had told
counties on Oct. 4 to set
aside ballots with various
deficiencies and take no
further action pending proceedings in a tangle of
state and federal lawsuits
over absentee ballot rules.
A key issue was implementation of a state law requiring that absentee voters
have another adult witness
their ballot and sign the
outer envelope.
The state board was sued
by voting rights advocates
over absentee requirements, prompting a late
September revision that
eased rules for fixing ballots with incomplete witness information. But state
and national Republican
leaders then went to court
to challenge the revisions,
arguing that those would
dilute the voices of voters
who had already cast ballots under prior rules that
were stricter.
As of Friday, the state
board estimated there
were at least 10,700 absentee ballots with problems
that needed to be fixed, but

those voters couldn’t be
contacted because of
freezes put in place due to
the court fights, according
to court documents. The
number of affected ballots
could be much higher because counties had been
instructed not to enter the
deficient ballots into the
state database.
Under Monday’s update
to the absentee ballot
rules, problems that can be
fixed by returning an affidavit — but without starting a new ballot over —
also include a witness or
voter signature in the
wrong place, a missing
voter signature or a failure
of the witness to print his
or her name. Counties
must notify voters of such
problems and send them a
form known as a cure certification by mail or email.
Counties are told to call the
voters if their number, but
not their email, is on file.
U.S. District Judge William Osteen ruled last
week that the state could
not accept absentee ballots
returned without a witness
signature. He declined, however, to force the state to
shorten the period during
Please see NC RESUMES |6A
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NC resumes processing
deficient absentee ballots
Continued from page 5A

which county boards can accept mailin ballots after Election Day that were
postmarked by Nov. 3. The state
board made the deadline Nov. 12,
lengthening the period from three to
nine days, as part of the late September settlement.
A court fight over how long mail-in
ballots can be accepted is still pending
in a federal appeals court. A state appeals court declined to intervene
Monday on the absentee ballot deadline.

North Carolina Attorney General
Josh Stein, a Democrat whose office
represents the state Elections Board,
said on Twitter that letting county
boards move forward with processing
deficient ballots will help “make sure
every eligible vote counts.”
But state Senate leader Phil Berger, a
Republican who had gone to court
over the election board’s late September rule revisions, blamed Democrats for the situation, saying: “The
chaos over the past month was entirely avoidable.”

Pennsylvania Supreme
Court to hear Cosby case
Continued from page 4A

Cosby said the two engaged in their typical petting with Constand putting
her hand on his penis
while he inserted his hand
into her underwear.
After a few moments,
Cosby said he told Constand that she needed to
rest.
“I told her to go to sleep,
to rest,” Cosby stated, leaving her to sleep on the
couch while he retreated to
an upstairs bedroom.
As he awakened early the
next morning, Cosby discovered that Constand
hadn’t slept.
She asked for her favorite
herbal tea and Cosby offered her a muffin.
Prosecutors said the incident occurred in late January 2004.

Testimony and court
records revealed that the
encounter happened at
least months earlier – significant because if a crime
occurred before 2004, the
statute of limitations
would have run, which
would prohibit the state
from filing charges.
Most important, however, is whether prosecutors legally used a 2006
deposition during the trial.
Former District Attorney
Bruce Castor testified in a
preliminary hearing that he
reached an agreement with
Cosby to waive his fifth
amendment right to sit for
a civil deposition.
Castor said prosecutors
were forbidden to ever use
the deposition as a tool to
prosecute Cosby.
Montgomery
County

Judge Steven O’Neill ruled
Castor didn’t have a right
to make such a deal and allowed the new District Attorney
to
use
the
deposition during the trial.
O’Neill also allowed five
other women to testify that
Cosby had drugged and assaulted them decades earlier.
In its ruling granting
Cosby a hearing, the state
high court cited Castor’s
agreement and O’Neill’s
decision to allow unrelated
and un-charged accusations into evidence.
In an interview following
the trial, one member of
the jury cited the other
women's testimony as a
reason for convicting
Cosby.

STAFF REPORTS

Krystal Frierson and
Kristen Johnson have
joined The Post to cover
the 2020 elections.
Frierson and
J o h n s o n
earned fellowships through
Election SOS,
w h i c h
m a t c h e s
e m e r g i n g Frierson
journalists
with newsrooms across the
country. Frierson, a senior
at Penn State
University,
will contribute
online monitoring
and
data journalism to The Johnson
Post’s
elections coverage through November.
Johnson, who earned her
master’s degree in investigative journalism and public affairs from American
University in Washington,
D.C., covered Capitol Hill
and the Supreme Court as
part of her studies.
Johnson, a 2015 UNC Charlotte graduate, also interned
at
E.W.
Scripps/Newsy in Washington, where she worked
on the Open Wide investigative project on dental
practice monopolies alongside reporters from USA
Today.
•
Najira
Davis is the
current president of the
Gaston College Student
Government
Association.
She began her Davis
term in office
in August 2020. Davis has
attended Gaston College

since 2016, her freshman
year at Gaston Early College High School. The
GECHS program enables
Davis to graduate in May
2021 with both her high
school diploma and her
Associate
in
Applied
Science degree.
Davis started volunteering with SGA in 2018 and
became a senator with the
organization in 2019.
• Pro Football Hall of
Fame inductee Donnie
Shell has joined Dedication
To Community as executive advisor to the
sports division. Shell will
join National Director,
Sports Division, Lamonte
Winston in the proactive
efforts to grow relationships between teams, athletes, law enforcement and
community of all ages and
sizes.
Shell, a five-time All-Pro
selection as part of the legendary “Steel Curtain” defense of the Pittsburgh
Steelers, left an even more
impactful imprint on
player development in professional sports over 15
years with the Carolina
Panthers.
Shell was director of the
Panthers’ player development program from
1994-2009 and was a pioneer in that field. Upon retiring from the Panthers
front office, Shell was director of the Spiritual Life
Center at Johnson C. Smith
University
from 2010-15.
• WFAE has
hired
reporters Gracyn Doctor
and Maria Ramirez Uribe
to cover the
pandemic’s Doctor
impact
in
Charlotte.

Doctor’s and Ramirez
Uribe’s stories will also appear in Qcitymetro, The
Charlotte Ledger and La
Noticia. Publishing across
different organizations
will
reach
more people
including
those most affected by the
Uribe
pandemic.
Doctor interned at WAER in Syracuse, N.Y., where she
wrote stories for both onair and the web. She is a
graduate of Johnson C.
Smith University and Syracuse University.
Ramirez Uribe was a freelance researcher for CNN’s
international news desk.
As a student at Elon University, she spent a month
in Iowa reporting on the
primary candidates.
• Allison Whitaker was
named executive director
for Title I program services. She has
been a director in the
CharlotteMecklenburg
Schools Title I
department
since 2015.
Whitaker was
a school im- Whitaker
provement
coordinator in 2015 and
program
administrator
from 2011 to 2015 in the
N.C. Department of Public
Instruction. She was a
school improvement specialist from 2005-10 and
assistant principal from
2000 to 2005 in Durham
Public Schools, administrative intern in Chapel
Hill-Carrboro Schools from
1999-2000 and a teacher in
Catawba County Schools
from 1995 to 1998.

New approaches to farming breathe life into rural North Carolina
By Drew Wayland
MEDIA HUB

Eunice Hill came to Edgecombe County so Sly could
fly.
Sylvester ‘Sly’ Hill Sr. is
her husband, an aerospace
engineer from northern
Virginia with a knack for
tinkering, building and
small details. At the end of
a long gravel road just off
Highway 33, the couple
lives in a little brown farmhouse surrounded by herb
gardens, animal pens, beehives and an overgrown
runway for the single-seat
aircrafts Sly builds by
hand.
Inside, they display a veritable herboristeria of
plants, herbs and medicinal tinctures collected by
Eunice over the 12 years
they’ve called Edgecombe
home.
“We’re not your typical

farmers,” says Eunice, 59.
The Hills are part of a
community
of
Black
farmers in the Rocky
Mount area who are doing
atypical work to breathe
life back into Black agriculture in the South. Friends
of theirs, such as Dallas
Robinson and Earl Ijames,
are focusing on history and
education to help change
the local perceptions about
Black farming.
This past summer on the
Hill Family Farm was a little
different. A year ago, there
might have been as many
as 250 children on the
farm on any given day,
learning to feed Pancho the
Mediterranean donkey, or
observing as Sly delivers
the kids of a mother goat.
This was called the Youth
Agricultural Summer Program, a skills-learning opportunity for low-income
students and those with

learning disabilities to earn
extra credit toward their
high school diplomas.
In the wake of a generational pandemic, Eunice
and Sly must tend to the
animals on their own
again.
“Having the children out
here, it brought so much
life to this place,” says Eunice, gesturing out toward
empty fields. The vegetables are still being grown
and harvested, but the
heart of the farm is missing.
The advent of COVID-19
canceled the 2020 summer
program. In the past, the
Hills, with the help of a few
volunteers, taught the students where food comes
from, how to care for animals, and how to prepare
healthy food. Volunteers
taught zumba, yoga and
meditation.
“Animals
are
great

teachers,” says Sly with a
wry smile. “You gotta learn
that if you walk behind a
donkey, you’re gonna get
kicked.”
Eunice says that the
Youth Agricultural Program doesn’t make them
any money, but that the
children are a worthy investment for the future.
“It’s important for us to
make this a community of
love and healthy living,”
Eunice says. She learned
the value of these things
growing up in Puerto Rico,
where, “you could go walk
10 minutes out of town
and pick a dozen mangoes
from a tree that everybody
got to enjoy.”
Sharing, and helping
others who have less than
yourself, is part of Eunice’s
faith and her core philosophy. From 2012 to 2015,
she traveled around the
country with the United

Church of Christ, starting
community gardens at parishes from Miami to Milwaukee. She even built a
vegetable garden at the
home church of President
Barack Obama in Chicago.
She loved this work, but in
2015 she lost her job and
had to return to Edgecombe County for good.
It wasn’t long after that
she got a call from the Enfield Middle School exceptional
children
coordinator, asking if she
would take some exceptional students on her
farm, to teach them life
skills for extra credit.
The decision to welcome
so many strangers into
their home was not an easy
one. But Eunice prayed. Sly
tinkered. And in the end
they opened their arms to
a community of children,
many of them Black and indigenous and Hispanic
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girls and boys who have
been left behind in the
local school system.
“I remember there was
one little girl from town
who didn’t really have
much,” Sly says. “She saw
one of these goats have a
kid and she said to me and
Eunice, ‘I can’t come to the
program no more, but will
you name this goat after
me?’”
“We would see her time
to time after that,” Eunice
adds, “and she’d always
ask ‘how my baby doing
Ms. Hill?’ and I’d say ‘well
now your baby’s got
babies! Your baby’s a
grandmother now!’ It’s experiences like that, they
mean so much to these
kids.”
Twenty miles down the
road, in Nash County,
some in the next generation are taking the future
into their own hands.
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Who is NC’s
godfather?
Does North Carolina have a godfather?
We would not want our godfather to be anything
like Mexican Gen. Salvador Cienfuegos Zepeda, who
is called “El Padrino,” which means “The Godfather.”
Zepeda was arrested last week and charged with
helping a drug cartel smuggle thousands of kilograms of cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine and
marijuana into the United States.
We would rather have one like Sam
Ragan, who was known throughout
North Carolina as our literary godfather.
Ragan, who died in 1996, was an editor of the Raleigh News & Observer
before buying, then managing and editing The Pilot newspaper in Southern
Pines. He served as the state’s poet
D.G.
laureate and chairman of the North
MARTIN
Carolina Arts Council.
He gained his godfather status, not
so much from these high-level positions but from
how he used these influential posts to promote
poets, novelists, essayists, and writing in general.
His own writing was mainly down-to-earth and
full-of-life poetry that he mixed in with his newspaper columns that celebrated North Carolina and
its people.
Ragan’s remarkable life called out for a biography
that explained the sources of his poetic and writing
talents and his commitment to promote the talents
and works of others.
Thankfully, Lewis Bowling, a writer himself and a
teacher at North Carolina Central University, has
taken up the task. His new book, “Sam Ragan: North
Carolina's Literary Godfather,” is the result.
Bowling follows Ragan’s life from his growing up
days as the child of struggling tobacco farmers, his
successful college days at Atlantic Christian College
(now Barton College), his journeyman experiences
with several North Carolina newspapers before landing with the News & Observer where he ultimately
became executive editor, his marriage to his beloved
partner Marjorie, his three years of service in World
War II, and his time at The Pilot.
Bowling tells this rich story best when he uses
Ragan’s own words from poetry and columns.
For instance, Ragan’s column for the Atlantic
Christian campus newspaper titled “Thoughts While
Strolling,” was, Bowling writes, “ a collection of random thoughts instead of a cohesive narrative.” Here
is a short sample from the young college student:
“Observations on a downtown street: the public be
jammed.
“Time means nothing to me. I prefer Literary Digest.
“I like to taste the blowing wind when it’s thick and
raw.
“Flowers are hopping out of the ground like rabbits out of a hat.”
These published musings came close to poetry
and were a predictor of how Ragan turned such
musings into his fine poetry.
Later, at the News & Observer and The Pilot, his
column called “Southern Accent” shared information about events and writing in the region. Each
year he wrote a Christmas poem. In 1954 it contained these words:
“With a jingle of bells, and songs very loud,
Merry Christmas to clans from McAnn to McLeod.
To elks and their ilk in all of the lodges,
We add greetings to all, and to Governor Hodges.”
Sometimes, he used his own poems to teach and
inspire others to write. For instance:
“Where does a poem come from?
“No one knows.
“Bits and pieces are lodged within
“From days, months, years, lifetimes,
“And then something nudges them
“Into the sunlight.
“You suggest and imply,
“Something happens,
“A poem is written a long time
“Before it goes down on paper”
Bowling’s book, it turns out, is largely an anthology of Ragan’s columns and poetry. As such, it is a
treasure for which we owe Bowling an enthusiastic
thank you.
D.G. Martin hosts “North Carolina Bookwatch,”
Sunday 3:30 p.m. and Tuesday at 5 p.m. on UNC-TV.
The program also airs on the North Carolina Channel Tuesday at 8 p.m.
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It is our job to do everything in our power to rip out systemic
racism across our society, root and branch. It will be hard work in
any case. But we will not succeed without a leader who
understands our history and is ready to grapple with our
challenges.
Democratic presidential contender JOE BIDEN

My plan to lift Black America
There is injustice in
America. There is discrimination. There is a legacy of
racism and
inequality
that lives still
in our institutions,
our
laws, and in
too
many
people’s
hearts that
JOE
makes it harder for Black
BIDEN
people
to
succeed.
These are facts in the
United States of America in
2020, and we must all do
more to move our nation
closer to the ideals inlaid at
our founding—that all
women and men are
created equal.
This year has also
brought us too many examples of the dangers
Black people can face in
the course of going about
their lives. With grieving
hearts, we learned to say
the names of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Rayshard Brooks, and many
more. I’ve spent time with
the families of George
Floyd and Jacob Blake,
sharing their grief and
anger and seeing the incredible resilience of communities that for too long
have had a knee on their
neck. And I was inspired by
their commitment to turn
their pain into purpose.
Today, there are Americans all across this country,
especially
Black
Americans, who are exhausted and hurting. Who
are disappointed by a system that never seems to
deliver for your communities. Who are sick and
tired of a cycle where, in
good times, Black communities lag behind, in bad
times they get hit first and
hardest, and in recovery,
they take the longest to
bounce back.
We’re in the midst of four
simultaneous
crises—a
pandemic that has claimed
more than 200,000 lives, a
disproportionate number
of whom were Black; an

economic crash that has
hit Black workers and Black
business owners especially
hard; a long overdue reckoning on racial justice; and
a climate crisis that is already hurting Black and
Brown communities the
most.
It is our job to do everything in our power to rip
out systemic racism across
our society, root and
branch. It will be hard work
in any case. But we will not
succeed without a leader
who understands our history and is ready to grapple with our challenges.
President Trump wants
to paper over the living
wound of racism. He’s issued executive orders and
established a new national
commission designed to
whitewash our history—
and deny the daily reality
of being Black in America.
He actively appeals to
white supremacists and
fans the flames of hatred
and division in our country, because he thinks it
benefits him politically. He
ignores the most basic job
of every president: the
duty to care for all of us,
not just those who voted
for him.
It’s the polar opposite of
what I will do as president.
I was proud to serve for
eight years alongside President Obama. I watched up
close how he filled the Oval
Office with dignity and
compassion for others.
And, together with Senator
Kamala Harris as my vice
president, we will restore
honor, integrity, and competence to the White
House.
We will build an administration that looks like
America, including nominating the first Black
woman to serve on the Supreme Court.
We will work to unite the
country around solutions
that will push our country
forward, and most importantly, I will listen to those
impacted by the longstanding inequities in our
system—especially Black

Americans, Latinos, Asian
Americans, and Native
Americans.
That’s how we will work
together to deliver real,
lasting change. Criminal
justice and policing reforms, but also economic
opportunity and financial
stability. Building wealth
for families of color and
passing it down. Closing
the racial wealth gap is one
of the most powerful ways
we can build real equity in
our society, and it’s going
to require a full-court
press. That’s what my Lift
Every Voice plan is—a
comprehensive agenda to
take on the range of issues
that drive inequality in
Black America.
We’ll tackle student debt
and invest more in our
HBCUs, so higher education is a pathway to wealth
and opportunity instead of
to debt that prevents you
from owning a home or
starting a small business.
My plan will empower
Black-owned small businesses, with short-term relief to get you through this
tough time and long-term
investments to help you
build back better — with
access to new capital and
financing and government
contracts.
Critically, we’re going to
tackle the racial homeownership gap head on. There
is no greater vehicle for
wealth
creation
than
homeownership. That’s
why my plan will restore
the steps President Obama
and I took toward eradicating
housing
discrimination,
including
redlining; end racial bias in
how we judge which families are credit-worthy; and
provide a $15,000 down
payment tax credit to help
millions of young Black
families buy their first
home.
We’ll fix our upside-down
tax system to finally reward work, not wealth.
Trump thinks billionaires
deserve more tax cuts. But
under my plan, I’ll make
sure the super wealthy and

big corporations pay their
fair share, while ensuring
that no one making less
than $400,000 a year sees
their taxes go up.
And I’m going to fight
like hell to defend your
family’s health care, just
like I would my own. Right
now, in the midst of a pandemic, Donald Trump is
asking the U.S. Supreme
Court to overturn Obamacare—all of it. He wants to
overturn the very law that
expanded coverage to an
additional 3 million Black
Americans. If he succeeds,
more than 20 million
Americans will lose their
coverage, and more than
100 million people with
preexisting conditions will
no longer be protected
against their insurance
companies charging them
more or denying them coverage all together.
I’ll defend Obamacare
and build on it—adding a
public option that will
automatically enroll 4 million more people that Republicans shut out by
refusing to expand Medicaid in their states. We’re
going to get to universal
coverage and lower health
care costs. We’re going to
give working families a
bigger subsidy to lower
their premiums. And we’re
going to take on pharmaceutical companies, bringing down the cost of your
prescription drugs by 60%.
As my friend John Lewis
used his final words to remind us: “Ordinary people
with extraordinary vision
can redeem the soul of
America.” We cannot be
tired. We cannot be hopeless. The choice in this
election couldn’t be more
stark, and we must vote for
the future we want for
every single one of our
children. I’m ready to fight
for you and your families,
and I hope to earn your
vote.
Joe Biden is the Democratic Party nominee for
president.

Even sports can’t beat COVID-19
Athletes are accustomed
to winning and losing.
Their minds are wired to
compete. They are motivated and driven to win
and to do their best.
I was a college studentathlete and know firsthand the single focus that
I had to have in order to
win tennis matches.
Sports is a multi-billiondollar industry. As fans in
the stands,
we put sporting events on
our
calendars. They
become a priority
and
JAMES
must-see
EWERS
e v e n t s .
Sometimes,
we cancel other activities
because we want to watch
the big game on television.
How many times have
you heard a friend say not
to call because they will be
watching a sporting event
on television or in person?
We have a fascination with
sports in America.
Sports figures are heroes
in the eyes of many people.
If you are in the public
square, you talk about your
favorite player or team.
Some of us can get really

hyped when talking about
our teams in my opinion.
Thankfully,
I
have
stopped that practice.
Years ago, I realized those
athletes were not paying
any of my bills so my
heartache over a loss did
not last too long.
Sports has come up
against an opponent they
cannot beat and that is
COVID-19. It has been
around for seven months
and has caused distress
and loss of life. Currently,
there are over 219,000
people who have lost their
lives due to this sickness.
Before the Coronavirus, I
had never heard the word
bubble associated with
athletics.
Soon
after
COVID-19 hit, professional
sports like basketball and
hockey started to play in
bubbles. These bubbles
were limited to players,
coaches and other personnel.
The pro basketball bubble was in Orlando, Florida
at Disney World. The pro
hockey bubbles were in Edmonton and Toronto.
Interestingly, these arrangements worked out for
these two sports. Professional sports like baseball
and football that didn’t

create bubbles have not
been so fortunate. In my
opinion, the main reason
for their misfortune is they
travel to different locations
and have fans in the
stands. However, some will
take a different view about
this situation.
COVID-19 created cancelled games because
many of the teams tested
positive. The Miami Marlins baseball team readily
comes to mind as several
of their games were cancelled. Despite this, they
did make the playoffs.
This virus has made professional sports take a time
out. No longer is it business as usual.
College football has also
had to cancel or suspend
their operations. Going
back, some football programs just cancelled their
seasons. The Ivy league
said no to playing football
this season. The CIAA, a
conference made up of
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities said no to
football, too.
This was not an easy
decision for them to make.
They said in their press releases they were putting
the health and welfare of
their student-athletes first

and they meant it.
On the other side of the
field, you had the Big Ten
Conference, the Southeastern Conference and the Atlantic Coast Conference.
They decided to play football this season.
The Big Ten at the beginning said they would not
play;
however
they
changed their mind. Christine Brennan, a sports journalist at USA Today, said
the Big Ten caved to the
pressure.
Conferences that decided
to play have had numerous
COVID-19 cases. In fact, at
least 30 games had to be
cancelled or postponed.
Recently, Dan Mullen,
coach at the University of
Florida, tested positive.
The LSU-Florida game was
recently postponed until a
later date because 19
players from Florida tested
positive.
While some may disagree, money has been a
factor in to play or not to
play. Is this putting these
student-athletes at risk?
Regardless, the mantra is
play on.
James Ewers, a Johnson
C. Smith University graduate, lives in New Orleans.

It’s up to us to defend the voting rights of African Americans

Just weeks before Election Day, with millions of
people voting already, the
Black vote is being attacked from
every angle.
After
the
Supreme
Court’s conservatives
gutted
important parts
BEN
of the Voting
Rights Act a
JEALOUS
few
years
ago,
many
states controlled by rightwing Republicans went
wild imposing restrictions
on voter registration and

voting.
This year, they’re completely out of control.
Massively funded rightwing extremists are using
threats
and
lawsuits
against state and local officials to force purges of lists
of eligible voters. The
Trump campaign is trying
to enlist an “army” of poll
watchers to intimidate
voters. With millions more
Americans expected to
vote by mail, Trump’s man
in charge at the postal
service has imposed new
work rules that caused
chaos and disrupted deliveries.

“
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And those are just a few
of the examples of voter
suppression efforts around
the country.
The Republican legislature and governor in Florida overrode millions of
voters who passed a constitutional amendment to
return the right to vote to
people with criminal convictions once they completed their sentences;
Republicans added a requirement that returning
voters pay all related fines
and fees before voting.
That’s an unconstitutional
poll tax, but courts filled
with
Trump-nominated

judges have let Republicans get away with it.
On top of all that, Republicans are trying to force
another Trump justice
onto the Supreme Court
just in time for the court’s
conservatives to hear a
case in which they could
further erode the Voting
Rights Act—and undermine Black Americans’
right to be free from racial
discrimination in voting.
That justice could also be
the nail in the coffin for the
Affordable Care Act, which
has helped millions of
Americans get access to
health care.

Even more recently, a
couple of far-right activists
have just been charged
with voter intimidation felonies by Michigan’s attorney general after they sent
robocalls to voters in Detroit falsely claiming that
voting by mail will somehow make people vulnerable to tracking by police
and debt collectors.
Attacks on the Black vote
have a long history. In the
early 1980s, the Republican Party was sued for intimidating minority voters
and the party agreed to a
federal court order not to
engage in “ballot security”

efforts. That order expired
in 2018, and this year, the
Republican Party is spending tens of millions of dollars to block election
officials’ efforts to make
voting safer and more accessible.
It is enraging that 55
years after passage of the
Voting Rights Act, the
blood-bought gains of the
civil rights movement are
at stake. But this is where
we are. And that’s why we
must defend the Black
vote, and why we must
overcome every attempt to
misinform, intimidate, and
suppress Black voters.
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Soccer
clinics and
community
outreach

By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

A year of free community
clinics continues for the Charlotte Independence.
The second will take place on
Oct. 31 at the Keith Family YMCA
(8100 Old Mallard Creek Road)
from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., with a 40participant capacity. The clinic is
part of their One Club, One Love
initiative, which is a collaboration between the USL Cham-
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In my tenure in the NFL, the red zone is all about focus,
attention to detail. You are dealing with a short field, so
ultimately that means that you cannot make mistakes.
Panthers left tackle RUSSELL OKUNG

CAROLINA PANTHERS

Panthers receiver D.J. Moore stretches for a pass in Carolina's 23-16 loss to Chicago Sunday at Bank of America Stadium.
Carolina scored a single touchdown on three possessions inside the Bears’ 20, a key indicator of the Panthers’ offensive strugg
les
against one of the NFL’s top defenses.

Panthers learn lesson
on margins of error

Offensive struggles vs. Bears expose thin line between success, failure
By Herbert L. White

herb.l.white@thecharlottepost.com

The Panthers were out of sorts
against Chicago, and it showed.
Costly Carolina mistakes and the
Bears’ ferocious defense ended the
Panthers’ win streak at three games
after a 20-13 loss Sunday at Bank of
America Stadium. Carolina, which fell
to 3-3, struggled to mount consistent
offense against Chicago, especially in
the red zone, where they managed
only one touchdown in three trips.
The Panthers converted 3-of-13
third-down opportunities compared
to the Bears’ 7-of-14.
“They have a good defense and
they executed their game plan well,”
said Panthers quarterback Teddy
Bridgewater, who completed 16-of29 passes for 216 yards and a pair of
interceptions. “For us, we’ve just got
to find ways to get back on track. We
were knocked off course from the

opening kickoff and it was like we
never really got back on track, so
we’re going to learn
from [that]. Like I told
some of the guys in the
locker room, this game
can humble you, so I
think a game like today
is good for us.”
Said left tackle Russell
Okung: “In my tenure in
Bridgewater the NFL, the red zone is
all about focus, attention
to detail. You are dealing with a short
field, so, ultimately, that means that
you cannot make mistakes. You have
to be so much more crisp. The alignment needs to be on and you need to
protect. All those things come together in the red zone. If not, there is
much more of a magnifying glass
when it comes to the errors or the
shortcomings that any player can
make.”

The Bears, who are tied with Green
Bay atop the NFC North at 4-1, humbled Carolina with one of the NFL’s
top defenses. Chicago held the Panthers under 20 points – the fourth
time the Bears have done it this season. They also forced three turnovers, including on the opening
possession, which was converted
into a touchdown.
“They are a good team, so I always
want to give them credit,” Panthers
coach Matt Rhule said. “They brought
a lot of pressure that got us out of
whack. Their pass rush, they brought
some blitzes … a lot credit to them.
That being said, we can never control
the opponent, we can control ourselves. We did not, in my opinion,
play as well as we wanted to play.”
Carolina’s defense turned in
another solid performance, but
couldn’t overcome Chicago’s opporPlease see PANTHERS | 9A

Panthers miss McCaffrey’s skill in red zone
By Steve Reed

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Carolina Panthers miss Christian McCaffrey, particularly in the red
zone.
While Mike Davis has been a solid
fill-in for McCaffrey and helped the
team to three wins, the reality is if the
Panthers want to make a run at the
NFC South championship they’ll
need their dynamic running back on
the field — and soon.
McCaffrey has missed the last four
games with a high ankle sprain and
should be nearing the end of his recovery period. It is generally considered a four-to-six week injury,

although coach Matt Rhule wouldn’t
say if the 2019 All-Pro running back
will play Sunday at New Orleans.
Carolina is 28th in the league in the
red-zone offense, converting 47.8%
of its trips into touchdowns. To put
that number in perspective, the Seahawks lead the NFL in red-zone offense, scoring touchdowns 88.9% of
the time.
The Panthers were 1 for 3 in the red
zone in a 23-16 loss to the Chicago
Bears on Sunday.
“You’re not going to win games if
you don’t punch drives in the red
zone in for touchdowns and they’re
always field goals,” Panthers coach

Matt Rhule said.
It didn’t help that wide receiver
Curtis Samuel (knee) also missed
Sunday’s game.
McCaffrey is a huge help in that
end of the field because he’s so shifty
and can make tacklers miss, has a
sense for the end zone and commands so much attention that he
frees up things for his teammates to
make plays. He had four touchdowns
in his first two games this season and
has found the end zone 36 times in
his last 34 games.
“We would love to have him,” Rhule
said.
Please see McCAFFREY | 9A

pionship team and their youth
organization. They kicked off
the program with their first
clinic in August. Clinics are designed for children ages 6-12,
encouraging them to pursue a
healthy lifestyle through physical fitness and nutrition. Attendees are provided with lunch
from Famous Toastery or Chickfil-A, soccer equipment from
Dick’s Sporting Goods, masks
Please see INDEPENDENCE |9A

Sanders
hire gives
HBCUs a
real jolt

I tried to blow off Deion Sanders’ much
ballyhooed hiring at Jackson State. After
all, he’s not the first former professional
player to coach at an HBCU, and while
there have been some successes, there
have been flops as well.
For every Doug Williams at
Grambling State or Sam
Washington at North Carolina A&T success story, you
have Doug Overton at Lincoln (Pa.) or – yes, I must say
it again – Robert Brickey at
Shaw. Terrible, terrible hires.
Think SWAC coaches aren’t BONITTA
getting sick of “Prime Time”
BEST
and his, well, prime time exposure? They read the same
newspapers or social media accounts,
and watch the same sports shows we do.
And they have egos, too. Sure, Sanders is
good for the conference –
and maybe HBCUs in general
– but for the other coaches,
that feel-good party is going
to get old and tired real
soon.
For Jackson State, however, the good times are
rockin’ and rollin’. Sanders
just snagged a three-star re- Sanders
cruit in defensive tackle
Braezhon Ross from Las Vegas. Ross announced on Twitter that he was “110%”
committed to the Tigers. He reportedly
chose JSU over Arizona, Arizona State and
Colorado.
Ross joins another highly rated high
schooler, defensive lineman Jeremiah
Williams; Jammie White, a Mississippi
Please see SANDERS | 9A

Former star
returns to
WSSU as
QBs coach
By Herbert L. White

herb.l.white@thecharlottepost.com

A familiar face is returning to WinstonSalem State football.
Former Rams quarterback Kameron
Smith, who led WSSU to the Division II
championship game in 2012, is back on
campus coaching quarterbacks and receivers. Arguably the best passer in
school history, Smith is eager to get
started on the next chapter.
“It means a lot,” he said. “It
feels more to me than any
other job. It means a bit
more to me than it would
being at a different university.”
Smith returns to WSSU
after two seasons at Saint Smith
Augustine’s. Before that, he
was Hampton’s quarterbacks coach over
four seasons, where his tenure produced
a pair of MEAC all-conference picks at the
position. Smith inherits two-year starter
Dominque Graves at quarterback but has
to overhaul a receiver corps that lost its
top five pass-catchers from last season.
As a player, Smith quarterbacked WSSU
during the program’s most successful
run ever. After earning the job in the second game of the 2010 season, he led the
Rams to a 32-4 record while racking up
7,540 yards passing on 535-of-896 atPlease see FORMER | 9A

Charlotte Independence move
ahead after postseason berth
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

It was a season of improvement for the
Charlotte Independence.
While their season ended in a 2-1 overtime defeat to the Charleston Battery, it
was in the USL Championship playoffs.
Charlotte may not have figured out how
to make it past the first round, where
they’re 0-3 all time, but they made it back
to postseason play. Almost anything
looks like progress compared to the 2019
debacle of a season under Jim McGuinness, who had no experience coaching in
America. His time with the Jacks resulted
1-7-6 start to the season, the worst in club
history. He was subsequently fired, and
inaugural head coach turned general
manager Mike Jeffries began the process

of salvaging a broken vessel. Jeffries led
the Independence to eight wins that season, including four in a row to close the
schedule 9-14-11, the first time they did
not win at least 10 games.
Jump forward to 2020, and a condensed season due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The preseason looked bright with
the addition of league all-time leading
goal scorer Dane Kelly, who led the club
with 11 of their 26 goals and Nashville SC
loanee Luke Haakenson’s three goals in
his rookie season. Goalkeeper Brandon
Miller kept five clean sheets and led the
league with 61 saves.
Charlotte opened the season with a 2-1
win at Sporting Kansas City II, after going
TROY HULL | THE CHARLOTTE POST
2-6-9 on the road the previous season. The Charlotte Independence rebounded from 2019's franchise-worst nine-win season
Please see JACKS | 9A to advance to the USL Championship postseason in 2020 as winner of Group G.
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Panthers learn lesson
on thin line of success
and failure in the NFL
Continued from page 8A
tunistic,
field-flipping
defense.
Bridgewater had an especially difficult
time maneuvering against the Bears’
who harassed him in the
pocket and forced him
into poor decisions,
which left the Panthers
playing catch-up all day.
“I think offenses are all
about
cadence
and
rhythm,” said Okung,
who was twice flagged
Rhule
for false start penalties.
“When you come out you
want to have some good positive
plays, really get things moving down
the field. But we started with getting
hits on the quarterback, which in our

room is completely unacceptable.
Starting the game getting the quarterback sacked and hit, it can’t happen.”
The one thing the Panthers learned,
cornerback Rasul Douglas found is
the margin of error between winning
and losing is small. A mistake at the
wrong time – or in Carolina’s case
multiple errors – can unravel the best
game plan.
“Everyone in this league is good,” he
said. “Clearly, not everyone makes it
to the league and it’s always just
something little that decides the
game. That’s what’s so good about
every given Sunday. You’ve got to
play your best football every Sunday.
They played better football than us
[on] Sunday and they won.”

Continued from page 8A
WHAT’S WORKING
Second-year defensive end Brian
Burns continues to be Carolina’s best
pass rusher. While he has a modest
two sacks and two forced fumbles,
he’s still impacting the game by getting pressure on the quarterback. His
six QB hurries are tied for 11th in the
league. He added three more on Sunday against Nick Foles. It’s only a
matter of time before Burns starts
putting up big sack numbers because
he’s been close so many times.
WHAT NEEDS HELP
The offensive line simply didn’t play
well against the Bears. Chicago sacked
Teddy Bridgewater four times and
had six quarterback hurries, forcing
the QB to scramble eight times on
non-designed running plays. The
pressure resulted in two interceptions. The run blocking wasn’t good
either as Davis and Trenton Cannon
were limited to a combined 64 yards
rushing on 21 carries, just barely
more than 3 yards per carry.
STOCK UP
Robby Anderson continues to shed
the label of being a “speed” receiver
as he finds ways to make the difficult
catch and move the chains. Anderson
laid out, extending his body to haul in
a 38-yard strike down the left sideline
against the Bears and finished with
four catches for 77 yards. He leads
Carolina with 40 receptions for 566
yards and is on pace for a career-high
1,509 yards this season.
“Robby is running the route tree
well and catching the ball across the
middle and underneath” the coverage,

Rhule said. “A lot of times when guys
are 170 or 180 pounds, they don’t
want to catch the ball across the middle or underneath.”
STOCK DOWN
The Panthers will need to upgrade
their tight end position next offseason. Carolina has gotten almost nothing out of Ian Thomas and Chris
Manhertz, who’ve combined for 10
catches for 74 yards and one touchdown.
INJURED
Safety Juston Burris was carted off
the field with a rib injury on Sunday
following a hit in the end zone. It’s yet
another blow to the young defense.
Last week the Panthers lost two-time
Pro Bowl defensive tackle Kawann
Short to a season-ending shoulder injury and put starting rookie defensive
end Yetur Gross-Matos on short-term
injured reserve with a high ankle
sprain. Meanwhile, top cornerback
Donte Jackson has been slowed by a
toe injury and played in a limited role
Sunday.
KEY NUMBER
3 of 13 — Panthers third-down conversions against the Bears on Sunday.
NEXT STEPS
The Panthers begin a crucial stretch
of four games that will likely decide if
they have a chance to win the NFC
South. Three of those are against division foes. Carolina visits New Orleans
on Sunday, then hosts Atlanta, visits
Kansas City and is back home for a rematch with Tom Brady and the Buccaneers. At that point the Panthers will
have played five of six division
games.

McCaffrey’s skills needed

Sanders hire by Jackson State
gives HBCU football a real jolt

Continued from page 8A
Gulf Coast Community College transfer
defensive end and Mississippi State transfer cornerback Javorrius Selmon to JSU
since Sanders was hired barely a month
ago.
Sanders’ presence has also upped JSU
athletics’ marketing value. According to
the university, the value increased by an
estimated $19 million nine days after
Sanders came aboard.
“Prime Time” had endorsement deals
with Subway and Under Armour when he
arrived. Reportedly he’s in discussions on
a reality TV show following him on campus.
In addition to the money, the athletics
department finished first among non-FBS
programs in social media engagement in
September. JSU beat out such FBS programs as Duke, Florida State, South Carolina and Kansas.
“Neon Deion” couldn’t have chosen a
better setup in the SWAC. The conference
has led the NCAA in FCS football attendance 42 of the past 43 seasons, with JSU
at the top of that food chain. Mind you,
the Tigers haven’t had a winning season
since 2013. They did finish 5-5 in 2018.
“This further proves that we have the
best fan base in Mississippi and across

The podcast for local sports.
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SPORTS | The Charlotte Post

the country,” said JSU Director of Athletics Ashley Robinson. “In Mississippi,
it’s often discussed that there is the Big 3.
When mentioning the Big 3, Jackson State
rightfully belongs in that discussion.”
While Sanders is JSU’s biggest sports
moment, the athletics department was
having a banner year before he arrived.
Thomas “Snacks” Lee – remember him?
– electrified social media when, as team
manager of the men’s basketball team, he
donned a uniform on senior night and
nailed a 3-pointer that sent the gymnasium into a frenzy. His sports moment
won an Espy for Can’t-Stop-Watching Moment Award, beating out Olympic champion Simone Biles’ quadruple flip and
others.
And the women’s soccer team produced a quarantine video that also went
viral.
HBCUs, Lord knows, have their challenges, but athletics departments like
Jackson State show that when you have
the support of your president/chancellor,
an athletics director with brains, a rabid
fan base that keeps coming back, and a
kick-butt social media/sports marketing
department, anything is possible.
Bonitta Best is sports editor at The Triangle Tribune in Durham.

Independence reach out to
community through clinics

Continued from page 8A
and health and wellness resources from
Novant Health. Each clinic will benefit one
of two local nonprofits, Heal Charlotte or
One7Ministrities, each of which address
socioeconomic disparities.
“With our youth club, our first team
players and our corporate partners, we
will deliver 18 to 24 clinics in the next
year, to impact many young lives in our
community,” Independence Chief Marketing and Revenue Officer Tim Schuldt
said earlier this year.
Said Heal Charlotte Founder Greg Jackson: “We’re going to give this experience
to the kids—outdoors activities in the
middle of a pandemic. We will be safe.
Novant Health is a partner. We’ll have our
masks. We’ll have our hand sanitizer—all
of those things that you need to be socially responsible. But the kids absolutely
need something to do outside, especially
on a holiday when they are used to being
able to go trick-or-treating. I feel so sorry
for them, and this is our way of saying,
‘here is something to do. Play some soccer. Get some candy. Have a great time.’”
Throughout the regular season, goalkeeper Brandon Miller and defender Hugh
Roberts used games as a fundraising
forum to benefit Heal Charlotte’s $10 million capital campaign to address the lack
of affordable housing in Charlotte. The
goal is to reclaim a motel on Regan Drive

and transform it into affordable housing.
The campaign is closing in on raising the
first $1 million, with a goal of reaching
$10 million by summer 2021.
“It is an affordable housing crisis, and
that means that it is an emergent need for
housing that ground-up construction cannot fix, because that comes with a twoyear plan,” Jackson said. “We are
launching a capital campaign so we can
buy already put together properties—an
actual hotel on I-85 and Sugar Creek
[Road]. We want to acquire it, revitalize it
[and] then use it for affordable housing,
social entrepreneurship, and also learning development for kids K-12 who will
be living on the property. We believe this
type of innovative thinking in housing is
something that can address the immediate problem, and start getting people
housed now.”
Said Miller in a statement: “I’m really excited heading into our second clinic with
Heal Charlotte. The response on both
ends was very inspiring. The club and
their sponsors have gone out of their way
to make it a great day for the kids involved, which is amazing to see. We are
really looking forward to building a great
relationship with the Charlotte community.”
On the Net:
www.charlotteindependence.com
www.healcharlotte.org

Continued from page 8A
The Independence found a way to be successful on the road, going 5-2-1 this season and 3-2-3 at home during the regular
season. They finished the regular season
8-4-4 with 28 points as the overall
winners of Group G, which allowed them
to host a playoff game for the first time
in club history. Charlotte last made the
postseason in 2017.
“Every team is a little different, and certainly this team is, in terms of getting it
done, winning our group, and having a
better percentage record than any of our
other teams,” Jeffries said.
The Jacks have the potential for another
first-time playoff location when they
move from the Sportsplex at Matthews
into the newly renovated American Legion Memorial Stadium for 2021. The
club bounced around Mecklenburg
County and collegiate venues since its inaugural season in 2015, with Memorial
Stadium as the ultimate goal.
Off the field this season, the club’s front
office faced backlash from players and
fans for failing to support the team’s
players of color. When majority owner

Dan DiMicco shared anti-Black Lives
Matter content on Twitter, season ticket
holders began pulling their financial support. Miller and defender Hugh Roberts
emerged as social justice leaders, sparking conversations and initiatives on and
off the field. Miller and Roberts supported
local nonprofit Heal Charlotte in their
quest to raise $10 million to address
Charlotte’s housing crisis by donating
based on their performance each game.
Roberts used his BackYardFooty podcast
to connect Black players and coaches to
share their experiences. He also connected players and coaches throughout
the club itself on the youth and professional sides.
Two types of silence have come from
the organization, one where action
speaks louder than words, such as Jeffries, who wore a BLM armband each
match above his dress shirt, quietly connecting Roberts with guests for his podcast. Players continued to press forward
until the front office responded with the
launch of the One Club, One Love initiative to promote inclusivity that features
free community clinics.

Jacks rebound from 2019 disaster
and virus to earn postseason berth

Former WSSU star quarterback
Kam Smith returns to the sideline
Continued from page 8A
tempts. He holds the school record for
total offense as well as passing marks for
yards, attempts, completions and touchdowns. He led WSSU to their best postseasons ever, which included a berth in the
2011 NCAA Division II semifinals and the
2012 national title game.
“It takes a team,” Smith said. “If we didn’t have the top defense in the nation, it
would have been a lot harder to do what
we did.”
The Rams earned the 2012 SBN Black
college national championship, a pair of
BoxtoRow national titles and two CIAA

championships. He was also named Don
Hansen Division II All-Super Region One
team in 2011 and 2012, 2012 BoxtoRow
All-America and the Associated Press Little All-America Team. He was also named
2012 CIAA Offensive Player of the Year
and all-CIAA in 2011.
“I was surrounded by great teammates
and great coaches, so we all worked hard
and challenged each other,” Smith said.
“So, I believe that if we can get a good
competitive spirit and get everybody
working as hard as they can, we’ll be in
good shape to go and win some championships.”

Follow The Post on
Twitter… @thecharpost

and Instagram, too
thecharlottepost
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UNDER TRUMP & TILLIS,

INSULIN PRICES HAVE

SKYROCKETED.
For the one million North Carolinians living with
diabetes, insulin can be a life-saving medication

Black North Carolinians deserve leaders who support lowering prescription drug prices on life-saving
medications – but Donald Trump and Thom Tillis oppose legislation that would lower
the price of insulin,1 while raking in massive contributions from Big Pharma.2

WE NEED AFFORDABLE INSULIN.

VOTE OUT TRUMP & TILLIS
PAID FOR BY CHANGE NOW, WWW.MAKECHANGENOW.ORG, AND NOT AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE’S COMMITTEE.
1

H.R. 3, 12/12/19; Health Reform Votes, accessed 9/1/20, Protect Our Care, 7/17/19, Politico, 12/16/19 2Center for Responsive Politics

